
1-Day Mt. Fuji & Hakone Tour (Disband at 

Odawara Station) 

 

07:30-08:30                 Pick-up Service      

This tour can be joined from various meeting points 

mainly located at major hotels throughout Tokyo.  

        09:00                       Hamamatsucho Bus Terminal  (120  

                                     min)                                          

    Depart from Hamamatsucho and head to Mt. Fuji by 

bus. (Chuo Expressway or Tomei Expressway) 

                                  Mt. Fuji 5th Station  (30 min) 

The bus will head up to the 5th Station along the 

Subaru Line. The 5th Station is situated at 2,300 

meters (7,546 ft) above sea level. At this height, 

participants will be amazed at spectacular, 

breathtaking views from above the clouds. 

Lunch(50 min)  

Enjoy a Japanese-style lunch.  

 

If you would like a vegetarian menu, please inform us 

at the time of reservation. 

Lake Chuzenji  (15 min)   

This crater lake along the southwest wall of the caldera 

of Mt. Hakone was formed by a powerful volcanic 

eruption nearly 3,000 years ago, and provides 

postcard views of Mt. Fuji towering 30 km northwest. 

Admire the superb view of Mt. Fuji from aboard a ship. 

Komagatake Ropeway  (50 min)   

                                      Take a 7-minute ropeway ride to the peak of Mt. 



Komagatake. A total of 50 minutes will be spent 

here, including time to walk around at the peak. Take 

a cableway ride up to the spiritual Hakone Shrine 

Mototsumiya (original shrine) that nestles at the 

mountaintop.19:00-19:30                       

Hakone                                              

Depart Hakone and return to Tokyo by bus.  

The bus may make multiple stops at hotels in the 

Hakone area. 

 
      

     17:00-19:30                       Odawara Station   

      Tour ends after arrival.  

*The guide will return to Tokyo via 

Shinkansen or Bus.  

 

Transportation may be delayed by traffic 

congestion. Even if you miss your 

Shinkansen after disembarking at Odawara 

Station due to a delay, no refunds will be 

given. Please ride the next train in the 

Non-reserved section. If you plan on taking a 

Shinkansen after the tour ends, please make 

sure to choose a Shinkansen departing 

Odawara Station at 19:00 or later.   

 

    

 


